
4 THE INSIDE, NOVEMBER 12, 1971 nThe center pages of THE INSIDE this week are designed 
to resemble the center pages of a leading 
magazine of ’entertainment for men.’ 1 ‘ -1 - 4-
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If Peter ever becomes a bunny-bo® 
hopes to eventually, it’s a good bet® 
a good one. Not only is the sport ail 
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plains the curve-minded native ol 
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for years and often joined in discusl 
virtues and- qualities of P-y-y bunl 
few years ago, after his graduation! 
school, Peter’s parents agreed that! 
ginning his- business-administration] 
the University of New Brunswick! 
have his wet dream adventure in sol 
Brunswick. “My parents knew that] 

school in that condition, my mini 
elsewhere and, consequently, my cal 
would suffer.” There was one condil 
agreement, however: Peter was to] 
trip himself “1 was counting on findl 
a bunny-bouncer and figured l’dj 
enough cash to get me there, plus! 
egg in case I had a hard time get!
The problem of how to earn some! 
solved after an interview at the l<
Club: For the next few months, Ft 
as a bouncer while waiting To hear frcgti We’re 
Brunswick clubs to which he'd appli 
he received a positive reply from
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Above: Peter loves the green forests and sparkling rivers of 
New Brunswick, but he also has admiration for the people he 
meets. “I have met some real characters here in New Brunswick. 
For example there is no wino in the world like a New Brunswick 
wino.’’ photos by 

Ken DeFreita»
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Above: It is obvious from his ebullient expression that Peter enjoys hisgaxes witl
dly to hi 
: to Pete 
y should

some of the bunnies he works with. While he found that being a bunny-b 
he rejects the idea of teaching others his techniques. Bunny-bouncers acr 
asking him to explain his tremendous popularity with the bunnies, but P' 
seek a transfer to the New Brunswick P-y-y Club and observe him in acti^unce bu 
you demonstrate physically which I find easy to do; but in order to exp 
become impatient when I’m forced to do that.” Left: Peter shown with i 
met at the P-y-y Club. These friends are adamant in their desire for his c*o Swedt 
the early spring of next year. “I w ould like to go to Sweden and I prefer *

H so we shall probably leave at the end of this academic year."
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